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Experimental Study for Controller-Friendly Contact Estimation for
Humanoid Robot
Takahiro Ito, Ko Ayusawa, Eiichi Yoshida, and Abderrahmane Kheddar
Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a practical contact
observer which allows detecting a contact on the body surface
of a humanoid robot. Our method estimates the error force
due to undesired contact. Then, contact detection (yes/no) is
performed together with the estimation of the contact force and
location. By comparing the real robot state according to sensory
data with the desired state computed from the contact-free
dynamics equation, we can estimate the external force applied to
an unknown link. The link in contact is then detected by tracing
the torque error along the robot’s kinematic chain. Once the
link in contact is determined, we can estimate the point where
the contact force was applied by using the 3D geometric mesh
model of a robot. The proposed method is validated through
simulation and experiments using the humanoid robot HRP-4.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Manufacturing in narrow and confined spaces1 , and assessing and evaluating human assist devices [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5] are among the most plausible emerging applications for
humanoid robots. In these contexts, when humanoid robots
execute the assigned tasks, they are almost always near-tocontact or have to contact with their surroundings. Physical
interaction between a humanoid and its surrounding is therefore a critical issue. Physical interaction for manipulation
or locomotion requires establishing multiple contacts that
must be planned and controlled, considering the stability
under any postural situations [6], [7]. While the humanoid
must generate necessary contacts to execute its tasks, nondesired contacts may also occur during the motion because
of several reasons like errors in modeling and control. These
non-desired contacts must be detected and to be handled
by the planner or the controller. Several methods have been
proposed to detect contacts, as seen in recent research [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. There are also some works about the
physical interaction between a humanoid and a human [13],
[14], [15], [16]. When a humanoid robot interacts with a
human, contact detection is required to prevent the human
from being injured. Detection and estimation of contact force
are also important when the humanoid is used to evaluate the
supportive torque of assistive exoskeleton devices [17].
When the robot interacts with unknown environment, observing the external force due to the interaction is necessary
for compliant behavior. Recent humanoids [18], [19] are
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designed for torque-based control so that they can perform
compliant motion at joint level [20]. For position-based
controlled robots also, both the force strength and the location of the contact points are required to generate wholebody compliant motion. Some previous research has achieved
the contact detection and reaction with fixed-based robot
manipulator [21], [22] or wheel-based humanoid [16].
While many contact estimation methods have been proposed, contact detection and contact point estimation has
hardly been experimentally demonstrated with real humanoid
robots. We therefore propose a practical method for contact
estimation using an observer based on a dynamic model
and investigate its feasibility with real humanoid hardware.
Our contact detection formulation is developed primarily
with the perspective to be integrated as observer tasks in
our multi-objective task-space controller that is formulated
as a quadratic programming (QP) problem [23]. Hence, if
we formulate the contact detection as constraints in decision
variables similar to that of the controller, it can seamlessly
be integrated with the controller. This is also the reason why
other methods of contact detection are not considered or
compared in this paper. As in [8], [10], [11], the contact
estimation on (humanoid) robots is usually achieved by three
steps: (1) contact detection, (2) contact force estimation,
and (3) contact point localization. Since a humanoid has
a floating base, the robot is always in contact with the
environment. We thus need to distinguish undesired contact
forces from desired ones such as floor reaction forces on
feet. Our method basically follows the above three steps.
In the contact detection step, the actual generalized forces
of the robot are computed by its sensory data, while the
desired ones are computed by its dynamics model with
compensating the desired generalized forces. The contact
detection is performed by monitoring the mismatch between
the actual and desired forces. In the contact identification
step, the contact force strength is estimated by comparing the
measured forces with the expected ones by inverse dynamics
computation.
The contact point localization consists of the following
two parts: (i) The first part seeks for the link in contact by
searching all links along robot kinematic chains from base
link to distal links; (ii) The second part estimates the contact
point by finding the intersection between the line of action
of the contact force and the 3D mesh model (or its convex
hull) of the links’ covers.
We first introduce our proposed contact observer in Section II, then assess it in simulation and by the experiment of
humanoid robot HRP-4 [24] in Section III before concluding

our paper in Section IV.
II. C ONTACT O BSERVER ON H UMANOID ROBOT
We propose a contact estimator that provides us contact information including contact detection, contact force
identification and contact point localization. In the contact
detection and identification part, our estimator determines
if there is a contact and computes its strength in terms of
force wrench. Then, in the contact point localization part,
we estimate the contacted link and the point on the body
surface of robot 3D model where the contact occurred.
A. Contact detection and identification
For humanoids, by observing the forces at their floating
body, we can obtain the force acting on the robot. A
humanoid dynamic model can be written as:
M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = τm +

nc
∑

J Ti Fi + τδ , (1)

i=1

where q is the generalized joint coordinates consisting of the
linear position, the orientation of the floating body or base
and the joint angles. M (q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇)
is the matrix including centrifugal and Coriolis effect, G(q)
is the vector of the gravitational term. τm is the vector of
joint torque, J Ti Fi is the desired contact forces which J is
the contact Jacobian and F is the contact force measured by
force/torque sensors, and τδ is the undesired external contact
force that we estimate.
Since base link has no actuated joints, the dynamics
equation can be written by the following decomposed form,
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In Eq. (2), we focus on the equation of the base link and
estimate the undesired contact force acting on the base link
as:
nc
∑
τδ,base = −
J Ti,base Fi − τdyn ,
(3)
i=1

where J i,base is a Jacobian of the force sensor link to the
base link, τdyn is the left side of Eq. (2) at the base link.
In Eq. (3), τ δ,base consists of the linear force part τ vδ,base
and rotational torque part τ ω
δ,base . We assume that most contacts mainly apply the linear force to a robot and the torque
part can be ignored as τ ω
δ,base = 0. From the norm of the estimated contact force τ vδ,base in Eq. (3), we can detect the contact by thresholding the force:
if (∥τ vdelta,base ∥ > fthreshold ) then
ContactDetected ← true
else
ContactDetected ← false
end if

Fig. 1. Contact link searching algorithm. The contact force is applied to
link li+2 . The contact force generates the error torque τi+2 at self-joint
and every predecessor joint until base link but no error torque is generated
at the links in another branches like link lj , lm or ln . Tracing the link
containing the error torque, the contact link can be found.

fthreshold is the threshold value to allow the errors due to a
modeling error, sensor noises and the accuracy of sensors.
We can choose a small threshold value for more sensitivity
of the contact detection but it also becomes sensitive to the
errors. On the other hand, we can choose a high threshold
for more robust to the errors but it becomes less sensitive to
the external force. In this paper, we practically set the value
to 1.5 % of the gravitational force due to the total mass of
the robot.
After detecting the contact, we can simply estimate the
contact force strength as τ vδ,base . Through the above procedure, we can detect the contact and identify the contact force
strength at the same time.
B. Contact link and point estimation
Once contact is detected, we search the contact link by
inspecting the error torque τδ,i along the kinematic chain
of the robot. The contact link searching is done by a simple
depth-first search algorithm, which inspects whether the error
torque is higher than the threshold from the base link to distal
links. Fig. 1 shows the contact link searching algorithm.
Since the successor joint torque cannot be affected by the
predecessor joint torque, the link attached to the most distal
joint containing the error torque is the link in contact. In Fig.
1, let us assume that the contact force is applied to link li+2
the contact force generates the error torque τi+2 at self-joint
and every predecessor joint until the base link but no error
torque is generated at the links in other branches like the link
lj , lm or ln . When the contact link is found, the contact point
can be estimated by computing the intersection between the
convex hull or the mesh from the robot 3D model and the
line of action of contact force.
When the contact force is applied to the contact link, both
contact force and link are now known as a result of the
previous step. Now, the external forces due to the contact
force can be written with an unknown Jacobian to contact
point.
T
FC ,
τδ = JC

(4)

T
is a Jacobian of the unknown contact point xC
where JC
expressed in the local frame of its link, and FC is the local
frame representation of τ vδ,base (FC = RcT τ vδ,base ).
In order to reconstruct the line of action, we can replace
the unknown Jacobian JC on the contact link with known
geometric Jacobian Jt,i and Jr,i for the linear and the
rotational velocity respectively,

JC = Jt,i − [xC ×]Jr,i ,

(5)

where [∗×] denotes the skew-symmetric matrix representation instead of the cross product operation. From Eq. (4)
and Eq. (5), we obtain the following equation,
τδ

=

(Jt,i − [xC ×]Jr,i )T FC .

=

(Jt,i FC − Jr,i )T [FC ×]xC .

Fig. 2. Applying a single force to left and right hands in simulation. The
force applied to left elbow link is fixed and the direction of the force applied
to right arm is moving down.

(6)

Although the contact point xC is unknown in Eq. (6), the
line of action can be reconstructed by the following equation,
[FC ×]xC = −(Jr,i )† (FC − Jt,i )T FC ,

(7)

where † denotes the pseudo-inverse operation. While Eq.
(7) has three equations, only two equations are effective to
compute the contact point xC due to rank deficit of the skewsymmetric matrix.
We use the triangular mesh generated from robot 3D CAD
model to find the contact point as an intersection between
the line of action and the triangular mesh2 (i.e. check the
intersection of the action line with each triangle composing
a given link). We then can have zero or multiple intersections.
In the case of no intersection, the considered link is not in
contact for the given link. In the case of the intersection(s),
the contact point is found. If there are more than two, one of
them is chosen by considering the robot posture. We can use
the convex hull to avoid this conflict of multiple intersections
yet, using the polygon mesh directly triangulated from the
3D CAD model gives more precise contact points.
The contact estimation method in this section is assessed
on our humanoid robot in the next section.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULT IN S IMULATED AND R EAL
H UMANOID ROBOT
We implemented our contact estimation method on our
humanoid robot HRP-4 to assess its feasibility. In this
section, the contact detection and the contact point estimation
on simulated humanoid is shown then the same procedure
is ported on the real humanoid hardware, and the results
are also shown. We apply a single contact force to the
robot. Although our method can be applied to the dynamic
situation, the dynamic case is left for future works and only
the static case is shown in this paper.
2 Clean triangular meshes can be obtained from points or polygons using
CGAL library.

A. Contact Estimation in Simulation
Before we implemented our contact estimator on the real
robot, we have investigated its performance in simulation.
In this experiment, we apply the force to a simulated humanoid and confirm whether the contact detection and point
estimation can be correctly achieved.
The contact forces are applied to the left and right elbow
link as shown in Fig. 2. The direction of the applied force
at the left elbow link is fixed, whereas it is moving when
applied at the right elbow link. The forces for both links
are pulling forces, which contact points are fixed. The force
strength is approximately 25 to 30 N, which is applied
continuously during 8 sec and 18 sec respectively.
The result of the experiment in simulation is shown in Fig.
3 with identified contact force strength that is the norm of
contact force in Eq. (3) (left y-axis) and contact detected link
index (right y-axis). According to the result, the contact is
detected at the left elbow link indicated as link index No. 30
in Fig. 3 from 2 sec to 12 sec then it is detected at the right
elbow link (link index No. 21) from 22 sec to 40 sec.
When the contact link is detected, a line of action of
the contact force is reconstructed and used to compute the
contact point. The latter is the result of the intersection
between the reconstructed line of action and the robot’s link
polygon meshes. The reconstruction of the line is derived
by Eq. (7) in Section II-B. For generating the polygon meshes
of robot links, we used the 3D point set of the CAD model.
The outcome is a list of triangles , thus, the contact points are
computed as intersections between lines and each triangle.
As a result, we can have one or more points pulling (force
vector goes out from a robot body) and pushing away (force
vector goes into a robot body). In case where more than
two contact points computed, we can chose one of them,
considering the task the robot is doing or the environment
surrounding the robot, otherwise, we chose the closest one to
the initial point of the reconstructed line (segment) because
most of contact force vector is pushing away unless the body
is hung on something.
Fig. 4 shows the body mesh, reconstructed lines and
contact points marked on the body surface. Contact points are

section). In both cases, the contact link is detected and the
direction of the line of action is correctly reconstructed.
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Fig. 3. Result of contact link detection, force strength identification and
contact point estimation in simulation. Upper part indicates force strength
of contact force and lower part indicates the contact link index (No. 21 is
right elbow link, No. 30 is left elbow link).

Fig. 4. Reconstructing a line of action of contact forces and computing
the intersections between a line and the robot body mesh. Right side figure
shows the result of the left elbow link and the left side shows that of the
right one. The detected contact links are highlighted in red.

not always found due to the accuracy of the reconstructed
line of action. Each line is depicted at 250 ms intervals.
In Fig. 3, read marks “x” are placed when the contact
points are found. During 3 sec to 8 sec in Fig. 3, the
reconstructed lines are stable and always going across a
mesh, therefore, the contact points are correctly computed
on the elbow link surface. In the case of right arm during
22 sec to 40 sec, the lines are reconstructed however, some
of them are not going across a mesh, which is caused by a
mismatch of the reconstructed line. Even in the case where
the contact link detection is correctly done, the contact point
estimation may have failed due to inaccuracy in the robot
state estimation. Even in simulation, contact forces resulting
from virtual pushes may have numerical issues sometimes
and this may cause such failures. This problem is discussed
in the experiments conducted on the real humanoid (see next

We apply the same method to the real humanoid robot
setup to assess both the feasibility and performance of the
proposed estimator on real hardware. Comparing the real
robot with the simulated one, there are many differences
such as the sensor noise, the joint flexibility and the friction
problems. Thus, how these problems affect the estimator is
discussed at the end of this section.
We use the human-sized humanoid robot HRP-4 that
height and weight is 155 cm and 40 kg respectively. The
robot has 9 degrees of freedom (dofs) (shoulder: 3 dofs,
elbow: 1, wrist: 3, hand: 2) in each arm, 7 dofs in each
leg (hip: 3, knee: 1, ankle: 2), 3 dofs in chest, 2 dofs in neck
and total dofs is 37. HRP-4 is position-based controlled robot
with high PD gains; it has an accelerometer and gyroscope
mounted at the base link for its state estimation, encoders
mounted at each joint for joint angles q and joint angular
velocity q̇, current sensors mounted at each joint for joint
torque τm , 6-axis force/torque sensor mounted at each foot
link for floor reaction force.
In this experiment, we apply a single force to the right
elbow link (Fig. 5(a).), right shoulder link (Fig. 5(b).), left
elbow link (Fig. 5(c).), left shoulder link (Fig. 5(d).) in this
order. Fig. 5 depicts the position where the force is applied
and the direction of the force. The direction of the applied
force to right and left elbow links is almost similar to the
direction of the applied force to right and left shoulder links
as shown in Fig. 5. During the experiment, we measured the
applied force strength by a 1-axis force gauge so that we can
compare it with the estimated force.
Fig. 6 shows the result of contact link detection and force
identification. The estimated contact force is shown with a
solid-line and the measured contact force by force gauge is
drawn with a dashed-line. In Fig. 6, first, we apply the force
to the right elbow link (Fig. 5(a).) although the shoulder
link is detected. One of the reasons that the contact link
is mismatched with the expected one is considered due to
the joint friction or high stiffness due to a high proportional
gain for the feedback control. Because the gear ratio of the
elbow joint is very high, the static friction is therefore also
high, reducing the torque caused by the contact force. As
a result, the contact is detected at the shoulder link that is
the predecessor link of the elbow link. Although the contact
detection failed, the contact force is successfully estimated.
The contact link detection and contact force estimation are
independent in the way they are processed. Thus, there are
cases where one of them is correct even if the other is not.
Next, about 30 N of the force is applied to the right shoulder
link (Fig. 5(b).) at around 30 sec in Fig. 6. In this period,
the contact link detection succeeded, however, the estimated
contact force has a bias error by about 7 N. Another force
is then applied to the left elbow link (Fig. 5(c).) but the
left shoulder link is detected, similarly to the right elbow
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Fig. 5. Applying a single force to right and left arms in HRP-4. The force
was applied to right elbow link (a), right shoulder link (b) then, left elbow
link (c), left shoulder link (d) by fixed direction.

case. The contact force estimation succeeded as its strength
is similar to the measured one. Finally, we apply the force to
the left shoulder (Fig. 5(d).). Similarly to the right link case,
the contact link detection succeeded. However, we observed
a difference of approximately 5 N between the estimated and
measured force.
In the real robot experiment, the contact point is not
found due to the incorrect link detection or the inaccuracy
of the error torque τδ at each joint. Even in the case where
the estimator detects an incorrect link, if that link is the
predecessor link of the correct one, it might be possible to
find a contact point by using the mesh associated with that of
the successor link. For instance, in the previous experimental
result, using the joined body mesh of the right shoulder link
and elbow link instead of using the single body mesh of
the right shoulder might allow to find the contact point.
Therefore, it is better to use all links of a given tree to
choose the best match. In Fig. 7, the joined body mesh of left
shoulder and elbow link is shown in red mesh. Some of the
reconstructed lines are going across the joined body mesh,
which gives the intersections as a result. Determining the
threshold for each joint based upon the joint stiffness instead
of using is unique value is one of the possible solutions for
avoiding misdetection.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed a contact estimation method for a humanoid
robot that allows to identify the contact force strength, detect
the contact link and estimate the contact point by using the
meshes of the robot body. The contact force identification can
be performed by computing the error between the generalized

Fig. 6. Result of contact link detection, force strength identification and
contact point estimation in HRP-4. Left y-axis indicates force strength of
contact force and right y-axis indicates the contact link index (No. 21-23
is right shoulder link, No. 24 is right elbow link, No. 30-32 is left shoulder
link and No. 33 is left elbow link).

Fig. 7. Reconstructing a line of action of contact forces and computing
the intersections between a line and the joined body mesh. The joined body
surface of left shoulder link and elbow link are shown in red. Right side
figure shows the result of left link and left side shows that of right one.

forces estimated from the expected robot state and those
measured from the real robot sensory data. The estimator can
basically provide the resultant forces which allow to detect
reliably single contact force. Extension to multiple contact
forces is possible by tracing the joint torques of all tree
and achieving the total wrench force distribution weighted
by the excess of torques. For the contact link detection, the
contact link is similarly derived by tree search method using
robot kinematic chains. Finally, after reconstructing the line
of action of the contact force, the contact point is estimated
as the intersection between the reconstructed line and the
triangles composing the mesh of the link or its convex hull.
The contact point estimation succeeded when applying
the external force with almost time-constant force strength

value and fixed direction; on the other hand, it failed when
applying the force with time-varying strength value and
direction. This issue needs to be investigated further. In the
real robot experiment, the accuracy of the estimated contact
force strength was depending on the link where the external
force is applied, or on the direction of the applied force.
The contact point estimation is not perfect on the real robot,
which may be caused by the following two different issues.
One of the two is that misdetection of the contact link. In
this case, obviously, the intersection cannot be found because
the line does not cross the link’s mesh. The other issue is
the inaccuracy of the estimated error torque produced by
the contact force. As the error is computed from the inverse
dynamics computation of the robot model, the latter problem
is due to the modeling error about the inertial parameter of
the robot. However, this error can be improved by a reidentification of the inertial parameter [25], [26]. Adding
the joint friction model to the robot dynamics equation also
might improve robustness and precision. Those issues will be
considered in our future works, together with the extension of
our method to the multiple contact situation and the dynamic
motion case.
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